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The question were an excellent source of practice material. Many different questions separated into

chapters. I used some the diagnostic tests to gauge my starting point for review. Then I moved to

the chapters that I was weakest at and drilled problems. The plus is that the explanantions are

detailed. Initially I need to refer to many more explanations. It was great that the solutions were

available for the problems. Some review material assumes that the reader knows how to solve a

particular problem. Here I could see the sample solution and compare it with the steps I used to



solve the same problem. I learned some tricks to work faster and more accurately. An excellent

investment of time and money.

Great practice for physics. Refreshed my memory about several types of problems. I learned from

reading the solutions to the questions I got correct, those I struggled with and those I was unsure of

how to approach. I did about half of the diagnostic tests at the start of the review process and saved

the others till after I worked through the chapters. I like that the topics are divided into chapters so I

could drill problems to reinforce my learning. Glad I used this book. It was a nice improvement from

the texts I used in college because the explanations were easy to understand because they were so

detailed and I could fill in those steps that I was unsure about when I approached the problem for

the first time.

Great source of GRE questions. The diagnostic tests let me refresh some concepts that I recall from

college classes. I then focused on the chapters. All the topics tested on the GRE are covered. The

book helped me put the questions into context of my college course. I needed this reveiw. I liked the

explanations to compare my thinking and logic with the suggested solutions. The solutions were

much more helpful than those in my physics textbooks. Sterling prep did a great job identifying what

test takers need with respect to questions and the optimal level of detail included in the solutions.

Learned a few ways to save time and approach the problems with methods leading to the correct

answer. Valuable sorce of questions and meaningfu solutions that made the difference in my prep

for the GRE.

Great selection of physics topics covered on the GRE physics. The questions have solutions that

are very detailed and easy to follow. I was able to practice my physics problem-solving skills and

learn a few shortcuts to certain type problems. The diagnostic tests allowed me to identify the areas

I needed to study and practice more. Great comprehensive preparation guide.

I used a few prep books for this important exam. Really like the questions and solutions. Easy to

understand how the problems are solved. Great coverage of all the topics on the GRE physics

exam. Glad I bought and used this book.

Great practice problems. Diagnostic tests were great for me to get an assessment of my starting

point in prep for the GRE. I worked the problems in each chapter to master the material. I saved a



few diagnostic tests till the end and my results showed that my practice really paid off. My

understanding and performance on questions really increased. Very valuable book to prep for the

GRE.

I consider myself a very strong physics student and I learned some tricks on how to approach

problems and solve them in a streamlined manner. Great practice and solutions made sense. Nice

to be able to see how the problems were solved and then compare my work with the ideal solutions.

I see my percent correct has increased after using the diagnostic test to target my time with the

book. Highly recommend this book if you are looking for an edge on test day. Has all the topics

covered on the GRE and I am much more confident of my performance and understanding. The

authors have a great ability to make understanding easy through the detailed solutions. Much more

clear than my college textbook. This book has more questions and easy to follow the logic of how to

solve problems. I am glad I bought and used this book to prep for the GRE. I suggest it if you are

still taking college physics to practice questions that might appear on an exam. Great tool to build

physics problem skills.

I practiced hundreds of physics questions in preparation for the GRE over several months before

getting this book. I started with the diagnostic tests within the book. Overall, like the type of

questions in the book. I learned from reading the explanations. I found myself getting problems

wrong from other practice material and because of the lack of a clear solutions, I could not learn

from these other (common name companies) products. This book has detailed explanations that I

understood and used to learn how to solve the problems. Very satisfied and suggest it to anyone

taking the GRE in physics. Wish I had this book when I was taking physics 101 and 102 during

college.
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